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Introduction

The present paper lays no claim to deep originality. Its main purpose is

to give a systematic treatment of the methods by which topological questions

concerning compact Lie groups may be reduced to algebraic questions con-

cerning Lie algebras^). This reduction proceeds in three steps: (1) replacing

questions on homology groups by questions on differential forms. This is

accomplished by de Rham's theorems(2) (which, incidentally, seem to have

been conjectured by Cartan for this very purpose); (2) replacing the con-

sideration of arbitrary differential forms by that of invariant differential

forms: this is accomplished by using invariant integration on the group

manifold; (3) replacing the consideration of invariant differential forms by

that of alternating multilinear forms on the Lie algebra of the group.

We study here the question not only of the topological nature of the

whole group, but also of the manifolds on which the group operates. Chapter I

is concerned essentially with step 2 of the list above (step 1 depending here,

as in the case of the whole group, on de Rham's theorems). Besides consider-

ing invariant forms, we also introduce "equivariant" forms, defined in terms

of a suitable linear representation of the group; Theorem 2.2 states that,

when this representation does not contain the trivial representation, equi-

variant forms are of no use for topology; however, it states this negative result

in the form of a positive property of equivariant forms which is of interest

by itself, since it is the key to Levi's theorem (cf. later).

Chapter II is concerned with step 3 of the above list. It is then necessary

to assume that the group operates transitively on the manifold under con-

sideration, that is, that this manifold is a homogeneous space relative to the

group. Theorem 13.1, in connection with Theorem 2.3, indicates a method by

which the Betti numbers of any homogeneous space attached to a connected

compact Lie group may be computed algebraically. However, applications of

this theorem are still lacking. In particular, it is desirable to obtain an alge-

braic proof of Samelson's theorem(3) to the effect that, if a closed subgroup

Presented to the Society, December 29, 1946; received by the editors January 13, 1947.

P) These methods are due to E. Cartan, Sur les invariants intégraux de certains espaces

homogènes clos, Annales Société Polonaise de Mathématique vol. 8 (1929) pp. 181-225. They

were used by R. Brauer to determine the Betti numbers of the classical groups (C. R. Acad.

Sei. Paris vol. 201 (1935) pp. 419-421).
(2) G. de Rham, Sur ¡'analysis situs des variétés d n dimensions, J. Math. Pures Appl. vol.

10 (1931) pp. 115-200.
(3) H. Samelson, Beiträge zur Topologie der Gruppen-Mannigfaltigkeiten, Ann. of Math,

vol. 42 (1941) pp. 1091-1137; Satz VI, p. 1134.
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II of a connected compact Lie group G is not homologous to 0, then the

cohomology ring of G is the product of the cohomology rings of H and G/H.

The topological questions on compact Lie groups, once they have been

reduced to algebraic questions on Lie algebras, suggest a certain number of

purely algebraic objects, which may be constructed in relation with any Lie

algebra over a field of characteristic zero. One arrives in this way to the

notion of the cohomology groups of an arbitrary Lie algebra L, which is the

object of Chapters III and IV (Chapter III is concerned with the cohomology

groups which correspond to invariant forms, Chapter IV with those which

correspond to equivariant forms). Properties of these cohomology groups may

be derived either from transcendental properties of compact groups (such

properties apply only to semi-simple Lie algebras and are then obtained by

making use of H. Weyl's "unitary trick") or purely algebraically. Thus,

Whitehead's algebraic lemma (4) (which is used to prove Levi's theorems)

states in our terminology that the second cohomology groups of any semi-

simple Lie algebra always reduce to {0}. The first cohomology groups also

reduce to {0}, and this fact can be used to prove algebraically the full re-

ducibility of representations of semi-simple Lie algebras (cf. the paper of

Hochschild quoted above). In general, the second cohomology group of any

Lie algebra A (with respect to the trivial representation) is the dual space of

the full exterior center of L, a notion which was introduced by Ado(6). The

theorem proved by Ado in this connection can be restated by saying that if

L9* {O} is nilpotent, then its second cohomology group is not equal to {0J.

Finally, we show (following Cartan) that the third cohomology group of a

semi-simple algebra L^jO} never reduces to {0}, which proves that the

third Betti number of a compact connected semi-simple Lie group is always

not equal to 0.

We make constant use of the notions and theorems contained in the book

by one of us (C. Chevalley, Theory of Lie groups, I, Princeton University

Press, 1940) ; this book will be referred to as LG.

Chapter I. Manifolds with operators

1. Differential forms on a manifold. Let M he a manifold of dimension

d and class C2. At every point m of M we consider the space V(m) of tangent

vectors to M at m [LG, p. 76](6). V(m) is a vector space of dimension d over

(*) J. H. C. Whitehead, On the decomposition of an infinitesimal group, Proc. Cambridge

Philos. Soc. vol. 32 (1936) pp. 229-237. Cf. also G. Hochschild, Semi-simple algebras and gen-

eralized derivations, Amer. J. Math. vol. 64 (1942) pp. 667-694.

(6) I. Ado, Über die Structur der endlichen kontinuierlichen Gruppen, Bull. Soc. Phys.-Math.

Kazan (3) vol. 6 (1934) pp. 38-42. (Russian with German summary.)

(•) In LG, only analytic manifolds were considered. The definitions can be slightly modified

in order to allow us to treat the case of manifolds of class Ck(k ä 1). These modifications are trivial

except as regards the definition of tangent vectors. This definition should be formulated as fol-

lows in the case of manifolds M of class C*. Let m be any point of M and let A be the class
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the field R of real numbers. Given an arbitrary finite-dimensional vector

space F over R, we denote by C"(m, V) the vector space of all g-linear alter-

nating functions defined on Vim) with values in V. If V = R then C"im)

= Cq(m, R) is the set of homogenous elements of order q in the (contra-

variant) Grassmann algebra of V(m). By definition C°(m, V) = V.

A F-differential form (or shorter: F-form) of order g on M is a function

a which to each mEMassigns an element u(m)ECq(m, V). If V — R we omit

the prefix V- and speak of differential forms on M.

The usual definition of the differential dco of a form of class C1 [LG, p.

148] can be carried over to F-forms in the following manner. We select a

basis vi, • • • ,Vk for the vectors in V. The F-form co can then be written as

u=o)il)vi+ ■ • ■ +cowvk where w(*' are differential forms. Define dco.= dcowvi

+ ■ ■ • + du(r)Vk. Clearly dco is a F-form of order q+l independent of the

choice of the basis.

A F-form co will be called regular if both w and dco are of class C1. In the

sequel all forms will be assumed regular without explicit statement. If co is

regular then (as a consequence of Stokes' formula) ddco = 0, hence dco also is

regular.

F-forms to such that dco = 0 are called closed. Those of the form co=dd

where 6 is a F-form of one lower order are called exact. Since ddco — O, every

exact Frform is closed. The quotient space of the linear set of closed F-forms

of order q by the subspace of the exact F-forms of order q will be denoted

by D"(M, V) and by D*(M) if V = R. By analogy with topology Dq(M, V)
will be called the ç-dimensional cohomology group of M obtained using

F-forms.

If V = R then we also have the Grassmann multiplication of differential

forms which to two forms cov and to* of order p and q respectively defines a

form wprjw3 of order p+q. This multiplication has the property [LG, p. 148]

that

(1.1) d(co" O u") = dw" O «4 + (- l)pwp D dco«

which implies that the product of two closed forms is closed and that the

product of a closed form and of an exact one (taken in any order) is exact.

Thus the Grassmann multiplication defines a multiplication of elements in

Dp(M) and D"(M) with values in Dp+q(M). The direct sum D(M) of the

groups Dq(M) for all ç^O thus becomes a ring (or rather an algebra over R)

which we shall call the cohomology ring of M obtained using differential

forms.

Let P: V—*V be a linear transformation. For every fEC"(m, V) we then

of functions of type C* at m. A tangent vector L to M at m ¡s a linear real-valued function de-

fined on A satisfying the following condition: let f\, • ■ • ,frEA and let <¡>(u, •••,«,) be a

real-valued function of r real arguments, which is of type C* in the neighborhood of {a,, • • ■ , ar)

wherea,=/<(m) (1 ^t¿r). If /G A can be expressed in the neighborhood of ma.sf=<p(f,, • • • ,/,)

then £/= ÍHl_í{.d<t>/aui)(al, ■ ■ ■ , a,)Lfi.
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have the composite function PfECq(m, V) and the correspondence/—*Pf is a

linear transformation P:C(m, V)—*C1(m, V). Hence for each F-form o> on

M we may define a F-form Pu by setting (Pu)m=P(um). It is easy to see

that Pu is regular if w is and that

(1.2) d(Pu) = Pdoi,

(1.3) Pi(P2o>) = (PiPO«,

(1.4) P(/icoi + r&i) = riPttfi + r2Pw2, rh r2 E R.

Consider two manifolds Mi, M2, a transformation T: Mi—>M2 (all of class

C2) and a F-form u on M2. UmEMi then T defines [LG, p. 78] a linear map-

ping of the tangent vector spaces dT: V(m)—>V(Tm). If / is any g-linear

function on V(Tm) then fT defined by

(JT)(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq) = f(dTxi, ■ ■ ■ , dTxq), xu ■ ■ ■ , xt E V(m),

is a g-linear function on V(m). Using this notation we define a F-form uT on

Mi by setting

(ü>T)m = a)(Tm)T .

If « is regular then so is a>T. The following properties of uT will be used

[LG, p. 152]:

(1.5) d(uT) = (du)T,

(1.6) (rim + rnoi)T = ri(oiiT) + r2((j¡2T), n, rt G A,

(1.7) P(o>T) = (Pu)T,

(1.8) (c*T2)Ti = a,(T2Ti),

where, in (1.8), Ti is a mapping of class C2 of Mi into M2 and 7^ a mapping of

class C2 of M2 into some third manifold Ms of class C2; w is a form on M3.

2. Equivariant forms. We shall assume that a topological group G is acting

as a group of transformations on M. By this we mean that for each gEG a-

transformation

TÇ:M-^M

of class C2 is given such that

(2.1) T,(m) is continuous in g and m simultaneously,

\¿.¿) 1 aiíi — 1 Ox*- et,

(2.3) T,(m) = m for each m EM,

where e denotes the unit element of G.

We shall also assume that a representation P of G with a finite-dimensional

vector space F over A as representation space is given. For each gEG a
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linear transformation P,: F—♦ F is then defined satisfying conditions anal-

ogous to (2.1)-(2.3).

A (regular) F-form u on M will be called equivariant provided

(2.4) P„w = wTa

for each gEG. It follows from (1.2) and (1.5) that if u is equivariant then du

is equivariant. Propositions (1.4) and (1.6) imply that if «i and u2 are equi-

variant, so is riui+r¡p}2 for any riy r2ER-

A F-form which is the differential of an equivariant form will be called

equivariantly exact. The quotient space of the linear set of closed equivariant

F-forms of order g on M by the subset of equivariantly exact F-forms will

be denoted by E"(M, P). We shall refer to E"(M, P) as the g-dimensional

cohomology group of M obtained using equivariant F-forms.

If V = R and P is the trivial representation we shall write E9(M) instead

of Eq(M, P). Since the Grassmann product of two equivariant forms is

equivariant, it follows as before that the direct sum of the spaces E"(M) forms

a ring E(M).

The equivariant F-forms form a linear subspace of the space of F-forms.

This leads to a natural homomorphism of the cohomology groups

(2.5) tc\E*(M, P)-*D*(M, V).

If F=R and P is trivial, it is a ring homomorphism.

The following theorem will be proved in §6.

Theorem 2.1. If G is compact then (2.5) maps E"(M, P) isomorphically

into a subspace of D"(M, V).

A more detailed analysis of (2.5) follows from the decomposition of P

into irreducible components. Such a decomposition always exists if G is

compact. Let then F= Vi+ • ■ • +Vn be a direct decomposition of F into

irreducible invariant subspaces and let Pi be the corresponding representa-

tions of G in F,. Every F-form u then decomposes uniquely as

W  =  «1 +   •   ■   •   + CD*

with Ui being a Fj-form. There result direct sum decompositions

E"(M, P) = Z E"(M, Pi),       D'(M, V) = S D"(M, Vi)
i i

and an appropriate decomposition of (2.5). Hence we may concentrate our

attention on irreducible representations.

In the following two theorems it is assumed that G is compact and con-

nected. The proofs will be given in §6.

Theorem 2.2. If the representation P of G is irreducible and nontrivial
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then Eq(M, P) = {o}, that is, every closed equivariant V-form is equivariantly

exact.

Theorem 2.3. // V = R and P is trivial, the correspondence (2.5) is a ring

isomorphism onto

E(M) « D(M),

that is, the equivariant forms lead to the same cohomology ring as all the regular

differential forms on M.

3. The averaging process. We assume that G is compact. This implies

the existence of a Haar measure with the measure of G being 1. The definition

and properties of integrals of real valued functions defined on G carry over in

a trivial fashion to functions with values in a finite-dimensional vector space

F over R

Given a continuous F-form w of order q on M consider the family of F-

forms

co» = Pg-icoTB, g EG.

For each mEM, co'(m) is a continuous function on G with values in the vector

space Cq(m, V) (this will be established in the course of the proof of (3.1)

and (3.2) below). Hence the integral

(Iw)m =   j   ù>"(m)dg
•I a

is a well defined element of CQ(m, V). The F-form Ico thus obtained has the

following properties (for co regular)

(3.1) Ico is regular,

(3.2) d(Ico) = I(dco),

(3.3) Ico is equivariant,

(3.4) if co is equivariant then Ico = co.

Proof of (3.1) and (3.2). Having selected a base in the vector space F,

we can represent co by its components cow with respect to this base; each w(t)

is then a differential form of class C1 on M. Let m0EM and goGG; we select

coordinate systems (xi, • • • , xn) and (yi, • • • , yi) on M at mo and T00(mi)

respectively. We can find a cubic neighbourhood Z7= U(m0, go) of m0 with

respect to (xi, • • • , xn), a cubic neighbourhood IF of T0ll(mo) with respect to

(yi, • • • , Vn) and a neighbourhood N = N(m0, go) of go in G such that

Ta(U)EW for all gEN. In IF each tow has a certain analytic expression

">     = Em.---..v4.,.--.««(>'i> " * * . y*)dyit ■ • • dyiq
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with respect to the coordinates yi, ■ • • , yn; the functions A\ft.. . « are of

class Cl. On the other hand if mE U is a point with coordinates (xi, • • • , x„),

and if g G A, the y-coordinates of Ta(m) are functions

y i = 0i(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn; g)

of xi, ■ • • , xn; g. For g fixed, 0¿ are of class C2 in xi, • • • , x„. We have

(«llV,)(») = E*.—.**£?• -aQu ■■■ , 0.)d9tl ■ ■ • d6iq.

On the other hand the mapping Pa can be represented (with respect to the

base in F) by a matrix pki(g), and we have

(«'(«J)'*' = ZiPUg~)Zii,--,iA<ilil--.i,(6n' ■••• «¿Mi, ■ ■ ■ d6i,.

Now, it follows from a theorem of Montgomery(7) that not only the functions

0i but also their partial derivatives of order 1 and 2 are continuous functions

of (xi, • • • , x„; g). This implies that

(»"(»))      = Z)«i. •••.«>£<!.•••.<«(*!> •••»«•; g)dxi, ■ • ■ dxiq

where each B¡^... >f for g fixed is of class C1 and is continuous, together with

its partial derivatives in (xi, • • • , xn; g).

Yet A he any measurable subset of N(m0, go). Then

( J   o>gdg)    (m) = £<,...<, (   I   B[\.iq(xi, • ■ • , xn; g)dgj dxh ■ ■ ■ dxiq

and the functions /^5<*'... t (xi, • • ■ , xn; g)dg are of class Ci. Consequently

fAU'dg is a F-form on M of class C1 on U(m0, go).

Moreover, we have

0 C       (/b) f d (i)
- I  ^i„■••.<,(»i, ••-,*», g)dg =   I    -B<„....<,(xi, • • • , xn, g)dg.
OXio  J A J A    dXf()

Therefore

idf u»dg\ (m) = ( f d&dg\ (m) = ( f (dw)°dg) (m)

for mEU(m0, go).

Keeping mo fixed we now vary g0. Since G is compact, there is a finite

sequence gi, • • • , g. such that the neighbourhoods N(m0, gi) cover G. Let

U(mo) = r\iU(m0, gi). It follows that /<jW¿g is of class C1 on U(m0) and that

d(fau'dg)(m) = (fa(du)'dg)(m) for mEU(m0).  Hence lu is of class G and

(') D. Montgomery,  Topological groups of differentiate transformations, Ann. of Math.

vol. 46 (1945) pp. 382-387; Theorem 1, p. 383 and Corollary 1, p. 386.
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d(Ico) =I(dco). Consequently d(Ico) also is of class C1 and Ico is regular.

Proof of (3.3). For every hEG and mEM, we have

[(Ico)Th](m) = Ico(Thm)Th = (ft*°(Thm)dg\Th

= f a>«(Thm)Thdg = f (coqTh)(m)dg = f (Ps-icc°TgTi)(m)dg

=  f (Phco»h)(m)dg = Phi co°k(m)dg = Ph J co'(m)dg

= [PhI(co)](m).

Hence (Ico) Th=PhIico).

Proof of (3.4). If co is equivariant then co'=co for all gEG and (7co)(w)

= fGO)(m)dg=co(m) since G has measure 1.

4. Integration of forms over cycles. We shall use the singular homology

theory as developed by one of the authors (8). In particular S(M) will denote

the singular complex of the manifold M. The cells of S(M) are equivalence

classes of singular simplexes T which are continuous maps into M

T:s-^>M

of euclidean simplexes s with ordered vertices.

Suppose now that the manifold M is of class Ch. If the mapping T can

be extended to a neighborhood U, of s (in the cartesian space containing s)

in such a way that the extended map T' be of class Ch, then we shall say that

T is a singular simplex of class Ck. The singular simplexes of class Ck form a

closed subcomplex Sk(M) of S(M), and we have the identity chain trans-

formation

ek:Sk(M) ->S(M).

It has been proved(') that e* induces isomorphisms of the respective

homology and cohomology groups.

We now return to our assumption that M is of class C2 and we shall con-

sider only chains and cycles in S2(M). Let

T:s-+M

be a singular g-dimensional simplex of class C2. We shall assume that T has

been extended to a map T' of class C2 of some neighbourhood U, of 5. Given

a continuous differential form co of order q on M we then have the form coT'

on U, and the integral fscoT' is defined in the usual way. This integral is inde-

(8) S. Eilenberg, Singular homology theory, Ann. of Math. vol. 45 (1944) pp. 407-447.
(') S. Eilenberg, Singular homology in differentiable manifolds, Ann. of Math. vol. 48 (1947)

pp. 670-681.
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pendent of the choice of the extension T' and of the choice of T within its

equivalence class.

We define

f co =  f cor.
J T of ,

Given a g-dimensional chain c= Er<^» m S2(M) (coefficients in R) we define

I    CO  =   E *"•   I       «•
J c of Ti

If w is of class C1 then coT' is of class C1 and the classical Stokes formula im-

plies that

/dco =   I   03
c of dc

for every (q+ l)-chain c. Hence if co is closed then /acco = 0. It follows that for

every homology class s of dimension q and every closed form co of order q

and class C1 the integral f^o is defined without ambiguity.

Let « be a closed F-form of class C1. Taking a base in F, denote by cow

the components of co with respect to this base and by /¡¡co the element of F

whose components are the real numbers f¡com. Clearly fja is independent

of the choice of base in V.

If P: V—*V is a linear transformation then clearly

(4.1) 1""-r(f."}

Let two manifolds Mi, M2 and a mapping R:M\—*M2, all of class C2, be

given. Let co be a F-form on M2 of order q and class C1 and let T'.s—>Mi be a

singular g-simplex of class C1. With T' defined as before, we have (coR)T'

= co(RT'). Therefore

r cor = r «.fir = r
J T J m J h

03

RT

where RT:s^*M2 is a singular simplex of M2. Consequently for every closed

form co on M2

(4.2)
o>  1 o) Rz

where Rz is the image of the homology class z under the homomorphism of the

homology groups induced by R.

5. Formulation of de Rham's theorems. Let H,(M) and Hq(M) denote
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the g-dimensional homology and cohomology groups of M with real coeffi-

cients defined using the complex S(M). The groups Hq(M) and Hq(M) are

in duality, the product of a cohomology class / and a homology class s being

the Kronecker index KI(f, z).

For a fixed closed differential form u of order g on M the expression

fzU is a linear function on Hq(M), hence there is a unique cohomology class

fEH"(M) such that

f co = KI(f, z)

for each zEHq(M). De Rham's theorems(8) imply that the correspondence

co—>/ establishes an isomorphism.

Dq(M) « H"(M).

Moreover, this isomorphism is a ring isomorphism of the cohomology ring

D(M) obtained using differential forms (with the Grassmann multiplica-

tion) with the cohomology ring H([M) (with the cup product as multiplica-

tion).

In the next section we shall use the following part of the previously stated

theorem :

(5.1) If u is a closed form such that fzu = 0 for every homology class, then u

is exact.

There is no explicit proof of the above theorem in the literature. De

Rham's original proof is valid for closed manifolds M carrying a simplicial

decomposition of a rather special kind(10).

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 combined with the theorem of de Rham imply that

if G is compact and connected then both D"(M, V) and E"(M, P) are iso-

morphic with certain multiples (in the sense of direct sum) of the cohomology

group Hq(M) (real coefficients). In the case of Dq the multiplicity is the di-

mension of F, in the case of Eq it is the number of times the trivial repre-

sentation occurs in the irreducible decomposition of the representation P.

6. Proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.3. To prove Theorem 2.1 consider an equi-

variant closed F-form co which is exact. Then u=d0 for some F-form 0. By

(3.2) and (3.4) we have

d(IO) = I(dd) = 7co = co.

Since 10 is equivariant by (3.3), it follows that co is equivariantly exact.

Before we proceed with the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we prove the

following proposition:

(6.1) If G is connected then for every gEG and every homology class z in

M, Tgz=z.

(10) Cf. footnote 3, p. 62.
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Let M be given as some simplicial decomposition and let A be a sub-

complex of M containing a cycle of the homology class z. Let Ai be a complex

containing A in its interior. We may then find a neighbourhood U of the

identity e in G such that TJK)CAj for each gEU. If we consider the family

of mappings T0:K-^Ki, gEU, it follows that there is a neighbourhood

Ui C U of the identity such that any map Ta : A—>Ai with g G Ux is homotopic

with the identity map 7\.:A—»A,. Hence T„z = z for gEUi. Since G is con-

nected, this holds for any g EG.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let co be a closed equivariant F-form on M. Since

PgU=uT¡, for each gEG it follows from (4.1), (4.2) and (6.1) that for every

homology class z

P0 j  co =  j  P„co =   I  wTg =   I     co =   I  co.
J  Z J  Z J Z J Tgt "   Z

Since this holds for every gEG and since the representation P is irreducible

and nontrivial it follows that/2co = 0. Since this holds for every 0, (5.1) implies

that co is exact and, by Theorem 2.1, co is equivariantly exact.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. We have already shown that tr: Eq(M)—*Dq(M) is an

isomorphism into. It is therefore sufficient to prove that E"(M) is mapped

onto D"(M). Let co be a closed form of order q on M. Consider the integral

fzlu over a g-dimensional homology class z. We have

f 7co =   f   f u'dg =   (   ( coTgdg.
J z J t J o J z J a

Since all the functions involved are continuous, Fubini's theorem can be ap-

plied; reversing the order of integration and using (4.2) and (6.1) we have

//co =   I     I  uT,dg =1    j     codg =   I    J  wdg =  I  co.
z J aJ z J qJ Tqz J qJ z J z

Hence f¡(u — Iu) =0 and, by (5.1), co — lu is exact. This completes the proof.

7. Double equivariance. Let G and  H be two groups operating on M.

We shall assume here that F = R. A regular differential form co on M will be

called doubly equivariant provided

wTg = co = ccTh

for all gEG and hEH- As before we may define cohomology groups Ë"(M)

using doubly equivariant forms only, and the cohomology ring Ê(M). As

before we have a natural ring homomorphism

(7.1) t:E(M)-*D(M).

Theorem 7.1. If G and H are compact and connected and if the transforma-

tions T„ and Th commute,
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TgTh = ThT„

for all gEG, hEH, then (7.1) is a ring isomorphism onto

Ë(M) « D(M).

Proof. Consider the direct product GXH. For (g, h)EGXH define

T{g,h) = TgTh. It follows from our assumptions that GXH is a compact and

connected group operating on M. Let co be a form equivariant relative to

GXH, then coTBTh=co. Taking g = e« we find co7\=co and similarly coTB=co

so that co is doubly equivariant. Conversely every doubly equivariant form is

equivariant relative to GXH. Thus Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of Theorem

2.3.

Chapter II. Localization

8. The transitive case. We shall assume now that the compact group G

operates on the connected manifold M transitively, that is, that for each pair

mi, m2EM there is an element g in G such that TBm\ =m2. We further assume

that G operates on M effectively, that is; that none of the transformations

Ttt, except T„ leave all the points of M fixed.

Let wio be a point of M, and let H be the group of elements hEG such that

Thm0 = mo. Then for any gEG, Ttm0 depends only on the coset gH of g

modulo H. The mapping gH—>TBmo is then a 1-1 continuous mapping of

G/Honto M, and since G/H is compact, it is a homeomorphism. On the other

hand it follows from a theorem of Montgomery(u) that G is in this case a Lie

group; therefore G/H admits the structure of an analytic manifold. Bochner

and Montgomery(12) have also proved that the mapping gH—>TBmo and its

inverse are both of class C2. Therefore, we may assume without loss of

generality that M is identical with G/H and that TBl(g2H) = (gigi)H.

This being done, the assumption that G is compact is no longer needed.

In the remainder of this chapter G will be an arbitrary Lie group and H a

closed subgroup of G.

For the moment we shall study the simple case when H is the trivial

subgroup and M = G. We shall return to the case of a nontrivial H at the end

of this chapter.

Given any function/defined on G it will be convenient to denote by/« the

value of / at the unit element e of G.

Let L be the Lie algebra of the group G[LG, p. 101 ]. The elements of L

are left invariant infinitesimal transformations x of G. Hence xe is an element

of the tangent vector space Ve= V(e) to G at e. Because of the left invari-

ance condition, x is entirely determined by xe, and we may therefore regard

Ve as the vector space of the Lie algebra L.

(") Cf. footnote 7, Theorem 2, p. 387.

(u) S. Bochner and D. Montgomery, Groups of differenliable and real or complex analytic

transformations, Ann. of Math. vol. 46 (1945) pp. 685-694.
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Given any F-form co of order q on G, the element coeof C"(l, V) is a g-linear

alternating function on Ve to F. We define

{co}(*i, • • • , Xg) = coe(xie, ■ ■ ■ , xte), X.i E L.

This way to each F-form co of order g on G there corresponds a g-linear alter-

nating function {co} with arguments in the Lie algebra L and values in the

vector space F. The correspondence co—>{co} is obviously linear. Moreover if

co is equivariant then {co} =0 implies co = 0. The last fact follows from the

remark that the condition Phco—coTh implies that co(g) can be obtained from

coe by means of suitable linear transformations, and hence coe = 0 implies co = 0.

The passage from co to {co} will be referred to as localization.

9. Localization of left invariant forms. We shall assume that V =R and

that the representation P of G in F is trivial. The equivariance condition on

a differential form then becomes a condition of left invariance: co=coTk where

Thg = hg. We consider two Grassmann algebras: Io the algebra of left in-

variant differential forms on G, 2° the (contravariant) Grassmann algebra of

the vector space of the Lie algebra L. The correspondence co—»{co} is then

multiplicative :

(9.1) («iD«i| = M a {««}.

Theorem 9.1. Let G be a Lie group. The correspondence co—> {co} establishes

an isomorphism between the algebra of left invariant differential forms on G and

the (contravariant) Grassmann algebra of the vector space of the Lie algebra L

of G. Moreover

\dco\(xi, • • • , xt+i)

(9.2) 1     ^ ...
= —— E (— l)k+l+1\a)([xk, xi], xi, • ■ • , Xk, ■ • • , Xi, • ■ • , *a+i).

q + 1 *<i

The symbol over a variable indicates that the appropriate variable is

to be omitted.

Proof. Let / be a g-linear alternating function on the Lie algebra L.

Represent/as a finite sum of Grassmann products

/=/íd---d/:

where/? is alinear function on L. For each/* there is [LG, p. 152] an analytic

left invariant form co* of order 1 on G such that {coi} —ff. Define co*=co*

□ • • • UJcOg. Clearly co* is analytic and left invariant and by (9.1) {tok} =/*.

This proves the first half of theorem, and in addition it proves that every

left-invariant form is analytic.

Before we proceed with the proof of (9.2) it will be convenient to give this

expression a slightly different form. We first notice that the right-hand side

of (9.2) is an alternating function of the variables aft, • • • , xq+l. Hence if
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we apply the operation of alternation, the right-hand side will not change

its value. On the other hand the right-hand side of (9.2) is the sum

of q(q+1)/2 terms each of which is obtained from the term

(9.3) {w}([*i. xt]< *•»•••! *s+0

by applying certain permutations to the variables and multiplying by +1

according to whether the permutation was even or odd. Hence applying the

operation of alternation to the various summands in (9.2) will each time give

the same result as alternating (9.3). Hence (9.2) is equivalent with the fol-

lowing formula,

(9.4) {do)}(xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xg+i) = -~A[{u] ([xi, x2], x3, • • • , xs+i)j

where A is the abbreviation for "alternation."

We prove (9.4) by induction on q. For q= 1, (9.4) reads

{du}(xi, xi) = {u}([xi, x2])/2.

This formula for left invariant differential forms u of order 1 is known [LG,

p. 153].
Assume that (9.4) holds for orders less than q. Let

CO  =  COl □ (¡}2

be a left invariant form of order q which is a Grassmann product of a left

invariant form coi of order 1 and a left invariant form co2 of order q — 1. Since

du = dui □ co2 — coi d du2

we have, by the inductive hypothesis,

{du}(xh • • • , x5+i) = —^[{coi}([xi, x2]){co2}(x3, • • • , xe+i)]

-—^4[{coi}(xi){co2}([x2, x3], xt, • • ■ , x4+i)]

-—^4[{co}(xi, [x2, x3], xt, ■ ■ • , Xg+i)]

" -^[{«Kk *i]> xs, • ■ ■ , Xg+i)\.

10. Localization of equivariant F-forms. Let P be a representation of

the Lie group G by means of linear transformations of the w-dimensional

vector space F. Having chosen basis vectors »i, •••,»„ in  F each linear
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transformation PB is described by a matrix | afj(g) \. The coefficients a¡j(g)

are analytic functions of g, and their differentials dan are analytic forms of

order 1 on G. For every x in the Lie algebra L of G one considers the matrix

P(x)=| {dati\(x)\

which again may be regarded as a linear transformation of F into itself.

The mapping x—>P(x) is a representation of the Lie algebra L.

Theorem 10.1. Let G be a Lie group and P a representation of G by means

of linear transformations of a finite-dimensional vector space V over the field of

real numbers. The correspondence u—>{u\ establishes an isomorphism of the

space of equivariant V-forms u of order qonG and the space of q-linear alternat-

ing functions defined on the Lie algebra L of G with values in V. Moreover

{du](xi, • • • , xq+i)

X) (- l)*+i+1{co}([xjfc, x,], Xi, • • ■ , xk, ■ • • , x¡, ■ ■ ■ , X,+i)
(10.1) <Z+1~

+ ——Z(-   l)*+1P(x*){co}(xi,  •  •  •   ,  Xk,  • •  •  , Xa+i).
q + 1   k

Proof. Let / be a g-linear alternating function on L to F. In terms of the

basis vectors Vi, • • • , vn in F,/can be written as

/ = /if 1 +   •   •   •   + fnVn

where each /, is a g-linear alternating function on L with real values. By

Theorem 9.1 there exist left invariant analytic forms fí¿ of order g on G such

that {fi¡} =/,. Define the left invariant F-form ß on G by 0 = fi)i>i+ • • •

+ ß„i>n then set

C0(g)     =    PgÜ(g)

or more precisely

(10.2) u(g) = Za./(?)ßi(?K
i,i

Since the o,-,(g)'s are analytic it follows that u is an analytic F-form of order

g on G. Since ue = PeÇle = Q.e it follows that {co} = {ii} =/.

Let gEG and let Tg'.g'-+gg' be the corresponding left translation of G.

Since fl is left invariant we have

(C0r„)(g')      =     u(gg')Tg    =     Pgg,Sl(gg')Tg

=   PgAUTg)g'   =   PgPg.Ü(g')    =   PsCo(g')

=    (P,")(g')-

Hence uTg = P„u and co is equivariant. This completes the proof of the first
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part of the theorem and incidentally shows that every equivariant F-form on

G is analytic.

We proceed with the proof of (10.1). Differentiating (10.2) we have

dco = ¿_d (aijdSij + doij VJ Hj)Vi.
i.i

Hence

(¿co)« = E (aijdü,)eVi + E (dflii). D'(Qi)«»i
•',)' i.i

= ida). + E ida,,), D iQ,)jm.
i.i

Applying both sides to xi, • • • , xg+i in the Lie algebra L we have

{dco}(xi, ■    ■ , xt+i) = {dil}(xi, • ■ • , xq+i)

+ E {da,,} D { Qi}(xi, ■ ■ • , xq+i)Vi.
i.i

The first term on the right-hand side is, by Theorem 9.1,

\dü}(xi, ■ ■■ , xq+i)

=-; E (- l)*+i+1{ Q}([xk, x,], xi, ■ ■ ■ , £k, ■ ■ ■ , xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i)
q + I k<i

= ■-— E (-   l)k+'+1{u}i[xk, Xi], Xi, ' • ■ , Xk, • ■ • , *!, • ' • , *„+l).
q + l k<i

The second term evaluates as follows

E [dan] □ { ß,-}(aci, • • ■ , xq+i)Vi
i.i

= A    E {daa)ixi) {Í2,} (*2, • • • , xq+i)v{

= A[P(xi){Q}(xt, ■■■ , xq+i)]

= A[Pixi)[co]ix2, • • • , xq+i)]

= ——- E (- l)k+1Pixk){co}ixu ■ ■ ■ , **, • • • , xq+i).
q+ i k

This completes the proof of Theorem 10.1.

11. Invariance under right translations. Given an element h EG we con-

sider the right translation Rh'G—^G defined by Rhg = gh. Let P be a repre-

sentation of G with representation space F and let co be an equivariant F-form

of order q on G. Consider the F-form coRh. We have

o3RhT0 = coTBRh = Pt(uRh)
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which shows that coA* is equivariant. If we further denote by Ch the inner

automorphism g-+hgh~l induced by h then

uRh = PhuTh-\Rh = PhuCh-y.

This proves that u=uR¡, if and only if coCa = P¿co. Since both co and uRk are

equivariant, the relation u=uR¡, is equivalent with ue = (uR¡,)e which in turn

is equivalent with (coC*)e= (P»co)e. Hence we see that a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for u=uR¡, is that

(11.1) \u}(Ckxi, ■ ■ ■ ,Chxq) = Ph{u)(xi, • ■ ■ , xq)

where Xi, • • • , xqEL and Cj, is the automorphism of L induced by the inner

automorphism C*.

Theorem 11.1. Let H be a closed and connected subgroup of G, and let Lh

be the corresponding subalgebra of L. Let u be an equivariant V-form of order q on

G relative to a representation P. Then u =uRh for all hEH if and only if

=   {co}([Xi, X'J, X2, • • •  , Xq) +  • • •   +   {coj(xi, • • •  , Xj_i,   [xq,  x'\)

for all x'ELh and xi, ■ • • , xqEL.

Proof. Let 215 be the vector space of all g-linear alternating functions on

L with values in V. Given hEH and/G2t«, define the elements Phf and Qhf

of 21« by setting

(Phf)(Xh    ■    ■    ■    ,    Xg)     =    Ph(f(Xl,    •    •    •     ,    Xg)),

(Qhf)(xi, ■ ■ • , xq) = f(ChXi, ■ ■ ■ , Chxq).

Both correspondences Ph'-f—»Pa/ and Qh'-f—*Qhf give linear representations

P and QoiH with 21a as representation space. We are interested in character-

izing those/G2I9 for which

(11.3) Qhf=Phf for all h E H.

Let h = exp (tx1) for x'ELh. Consider

Qx'f = hm-i Px.f = lun-— •
«->o        t i-«o        /

Clearly (11.3) implies

(11.4) Qz'f=Px-f for all x' G LH.

Conversely (11.4) implies (11.3) for all A in a neighbourhood of e in H [LG, p.

118] and since H is connected this implies (11.3) for all hEH. We have

(11.5) (Px'/)(*1,    •    •    ■     ,    Xg)    =    Px>(f(Xl,    ■■■    ,    Xg)).
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Since [LG, p. 124]

r     m     i-   ChX~ x
[x, x J = hm —■-

i-»0 t

and

ln   -.,                   „             fiCkXi, ■ ■ ■ , ChXg) - f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq)
(Qx'f)(xi, ■ ■ • , xq) = hm-

(-.0 t

it follows from the linearity of/ that

/,,   ^   iQ*'fiiXl< ■ ■ • , Xg)
(ll-O) r n

=  f([Xl,   X'],   X2,   ■   ■   ■   ,   Xg)   +   •   •   •    + f(Xl,   •   ■   •    ,   «3-1,    [Xg,   X'\).

Propositions (11.4)—(11.6) combine to give formula (11.2).

12. Invariant forms. A differential form co on a Lie group G will be called

invariant if it is both left and right invariant. It follows from Theorem 11.1

that

(12.1) A left invariant form co of order q on a connected Lie group G is in-

variant if and only if

(12.2)      {co}([*i, x], x2, ■ ■ ■ , xq) + ■ ■ ■ + {co}(*i, • • • , *a_i, [xq, x]) = 0

for all x, xi, ■ ■ ■ , XgEL.

Assuming that co is invariant we compute {c/co}.

[dco}(xi, • ■ ■ , x4+i)

E (-   l)i+/+1{ CO }([*,■,  Xj],  Xi, ■ ■  ■  ,  Xi, ■ • • ,  Xj, ■ ■ ■  ,  xq+i)

g + I i<i

1

2(9 + 1) 7,
E «;;{<*>} ([*i, Xi], Xi,  ■  ■ ■  , Xi, • ■ ■  , X,; ■ • ■  , *e+i)

where e,-,-=( — l)<+i+1if i<j,andeu=( — l)i+iif i>j. For each fixed/=1, • • -,

g + l the sum vanishes in virtue of (12.2). Hence {¿co} =0 and

(12.3) Every invariant form is closed.

Assume now that the Lie group G is compact and connected. Theorem

7.1 implies that the cohomology ring of G obtained using invariant forms only

is isomorphic (under the natural inclusion homomorphism) with the cohomol-

ogy ring of G obtained using all the regular differential forms. Combining this

with (12.3) we find:

Theorem 12.1. Let G be a compact and connected Lie group. Every cohomol-

ogy class of differential forms on G contains precisely one invariant form. The

invariant forms span a ring isomorphic with the conomology ring of the manifold

G.
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If in addition to being compact and connected G is also semi-simple then

G possesses a Riemannian metric invariant with respect to both left and right

translations. Moreover Hodge(13) has shown that the harmonic forms with

respect to this Riemannian metric coincide with the forms that are invariant.

Thus Theorem 12.1 gives a relatively simple proof of Hodge's theorems on

harmonic forms on a Riemannian manifold in the case where this manifold is

the group manifold of a semi-simple compact group.

13. The case of a homogeneous space. We now return to the considera-

tion of a homogenous space G/H=M, H being a closed subgroup of the Lie

group G. We denote by II the mapping g-^gH of G onto M. We use the sym-

bols T„ and R0 to denote the left and right translations of G while Tg will

denote the transformations g'H—*gg'H of M onto itself. We have

(13.1) UTg    =     Tgll

(13.2) URh = n iorhEH.

Given any F-form co on M we consider the F-form coll on G. We have

(13.3) ¿(con) = (dco)rr,

(13.4) con = 0    if and only if u = 0.

Let P be a representation of G with F as representation space.

(13.5) coll is equivariant if and only if u is.

In fact, PB(coII) = (P„co)II and (uIl)Tg = (uTg)U. Hence (13.4) implies that

P„(coII) = (coll)Tg if and only if PgU=uTg.

We shall now characterize the F-forms on G of the form coll.

Let gEG. Consider the tangent vector spaces V(g) at g and F(IIg) at

IIg. The linear mapping dû: V(g)—*V(Jlg) is then a mapping onto.

(13.6) Given a V-form Q of order q on G there is a V-form u on M such that

0=coII if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(13.7) S2„(xi, • • ■ , xq) =0 ií dIÍXi = 0 for at least one of the vectors XiEV(g).

(13.8) SlRh = ÜforallhEH.
The necessity of (13.7) is obvious. If fi=coII then QRh=uIlRh=un = U

which proves (13.8).

Assume now that fl is given satisfying (13.7) and (13.8). Given a point

mEM select gEG so that YLg = m. Given vectors Xi, • • • , xqEV(m) select

vectors Xi, ■ ■ • , xqEV(g) such that dYlxi = Xi. Define com(xi, • • • , xq)

= fl„(xi, • • • , xq). It follows from the linearity of Ü0 and from (13.7) that

um(xi, • • • , xs) does not depend upon the choice of xi, • • • , xq. If we replace

g by gh for some hEH, then (13.7) implies that

Q„(xi, • • • , xq) = (QRh)g(xi, ■ • • , Xg) = Q,h(dRhxi, ■ ■ ■ , dRhxq).

(") W. V. D. Hodge, The theory and applications of harmonic integrals, Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1941.
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Since dlldRhX< = x,-, this proves that com(xi, • • • , xq) is independent of the

choice of g. It is clear that co is a F-form such that ß = coII. Moreover co is

analytic if ß is.

Theorem 13.1. Let G be a connected Lie group and H a closed connected sub-

group of G. Denote by L and Lh the Lie algebras of G and II respectively, by M

the homogenous space G/H, and by II the mapping g—*gH of G onto M. Consider

G as a group of operators for M by setting Tg(g'H) =gg'H. Let P be a repre-

sentation of G and V the representation space of V.

The mapping co—+{coIl} establishes a 1-1 correspondence between the equi-

variant V-forms co of order q on M and those q-linear alternating functions {ß}

on L which satisfy the conditions

(13.9) { ß} (xi, ■ ■ • , Xg) = 0 if at least one Xi is in Lh,

(13.10) P(x)[il](xi, ■ • ■ ,xq) = {Q}([*1( s],*», ...,*,) + ...

+ {ß}(xi, • • • , xq-i[xq, x])

for xELH, xi, ■ • ■ , xqEL.

To prove Theorem 13.1 we only need to remark that (13.9) and (13.10)

are equivalent with (13.7) and (13.8). In fact, if ß is equivariant, condition

(13.7) need only be stated for g = e and then it becomes condition (13.9) since

Lh is the kernel of the linear mapping L— V(e)—>F(IIe). Conditions (13.8)

and (13.10) are equivalent in view of Theorem 11.1.

Chapter III. Cohomology groups of Lie algebras

14. The cohomology ring of a Lie algebra. Let L be a Lie algebra over a

field K of characteristic 0. We denote by CiL) the contravariant Grassmann

algebra over L, and by Cq(L) the space of elements of order q of C(L). The

elements of Cq(L) for q>0 are the g-linear alternating functions in L with

values in K and C°(L) =K. The elements of C^(L) will also be called g-dimen-

sional cochains in L. For two cochains fxECv(L), f2ECq(L) the product

fiU3fiECp+'1(L) is the Grassmann or alternating product

(finfi)(xi, • • • , xP+q) = A(fi(xu ■ ■ • , xp)fi(xp+u • • • , xp+q))

where A stands for the alternating operator applied to the variables

X\, • • • , xpjrqEL.

Guided by the formula (9.2), we define for each cochain fEC"(L) a

cochain bfECq+1(L) called the coboundary of/as follows

(ôf)(xi, • • • , *<¡+l)

(14.1) 1     ^
=-E (— l)*+i+1/([^. Xl], Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk, ■ ■ ■ , Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i).

q + 1 k<i

If q = 0 we set 5/=0. As we saw in §9, ¿5/ can be defined alternatively as
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bf(xi, ■ • • , x9+i) = —A(f([xi, xt], xt, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i)).

The operation ô maps Cq(L) linearly into Cq+1(L). We shall show that for

fiEC*(L),fiECq(L)

(14.2) 6(fi □ f2) = (J/,) □/!+(- l)*/i □ */i-

In the case ¿> = 0, the formula is obvious. The case p = 1 follows from ex-

actly the same computation as the one made in §9. From now on we proceed

by induction. Assume that (14.2) is valid for// EC*-1^). Let/GC^Z) and

/i=/D/i'.Then

5(/i D fi) = s(f D fi D fi) = (ôf) D fi D h - / □ Kfi D fi)

= («/) D fi D h - f □ («/i) □ h + (- l)p/ □ H □ «/i

= «a Ufi)Ufi+ (- l)"(/ D //) D 5/2

= («/i)D/2+(- l)*/iD8/t-

This proves (14.2) for any/i of the form/D/i'. It follows by linearity

that (14.2) holds for all/iGC"(L).
We next prove for fECq(L)

(14.3) ¿5/=0.

The formula is obvious for g = 0. For g = l we have

6(85f)(xi, xt, xi) = 25/([x1, x2], x3) + 25/([x2, x3], Xi) — 2Sf([xu x3], x2)

= f([[xi, x2], x3] + [[x2, xs], xi] + [[x3, xi], x2]) = 0.

For g>l we proceed by induction. Assume first that/ =/iD/2 where/iGC^Z,),

f2EC"~\L). Then by (14.2) bf=(bfi)Df2-fiOofi and 5bf=(bbf1)Dh+(bfi)
□5/2-(ô/i)D5/2+/lDôô/2 = 0. It follows by linearity that (14.3) holds for

every/GC«(L).
Having established (14.3) we proceed with the familiar definitions of com-

binatorial topology. A cochain / is a cocycle provided 5f = 0. The cocycles of

dimension q form a subspace Zq(L) of Cq(L). A cochain fEC"(L) isacobound-

ary if it is of the form of for some/'GC5_1(L). The coboundaries form a sub-

space Bq(L) of Zq(L). If g = 0 then Bq(L) =0 by definition. The factor space

H"(L) =Zq(L)/B"(L) is called the qth cohomology group of the Lie algebra L.

If fiEZ'(L), f2EZq(L) it follows from (14.2) that fiOfiEZ"+q(L); if
furthermore either fiOB'(L) or f2\3Bq(L) then fiOfiEB"+q(L). It follows
that a multiplication between elements of HP(L) and Hq(L) with values in

Hp+q(L) is defined and that, n being the dimension of L, the direct sum

J3"-o HP(L) is thus made into a ring H(L) called the cohomology ring of the

Lie algebra L.

For g = 0 we have Z°=C° = A and B° = 0 so that
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(14.4) H°(L) = K.

For ç = l we have B1 = 0 so that H1 = Z1. If fEC\L) then (5f)(xu x2)
= 2-1/([xi, x2]). If we therefore denote by [L, L] the subalgebra of L spanned

by elements of the form [xi, x2], then it appears that/is a cocycle if and only

if it vanishes on [L, L]. Hence

(14.5) H1 (L) is the conjugate space of L/[L, L].

We observe that if n is the dimension of L and q>n then every g-dimen-

sional cochain is identically zero and Hq(L) =0.

It is worth observing that an identical cohomology ring is obtained by

dropping the factor l/(q+l) in (14.1). In this modified form the preceding

definitions apply to Lie algebras over a field of any characteristic.

F I 15. Connections with Lie groups. Theorem  9.1  implies the following

theorem.

Theorem 15.1. // L is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G, then Hq(L) is

isomorphic with the cohomology group Eq(G) obtained using the left invariant

differential forms on G. The ring H(L) is isomorphic with the ring E(G).

Applying Theorem 2.3 and de Rham's theorem we find:

Theorem 15.2. If L is the Lie algebra of the compact and connected Lie

group G, then H"(L) is isomorphic with the qth cohomology group Hq(G) with

real coefficients and the ring H(L) is isomorphic with the cohomology ring

H(G) of G.

As a corollary we obtain the following generalization of a theorem of

Pontrjagin(14).

Theorem 15.3. Two locally isomorphic compact connected Lie groups have

isomorphic cohomology rings.

16. Semi-simple Lie algebras. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field K of

characteristic 0. A representation P of L with a vector space F as representa-

tion space will be called fully reducible if to every P-invariant subspace Fi

of V there is a P-invariant subspace F2 of F such that F is the direct sum

Fi+ Vi. If every representation of L is fully reducible then L is called semi-

simple.
In particular consider the adjoint representation defined by ad(x):y

—*[y, x] for which the linear space of L is the representation space. The in-

variant subspaces are then precisely the ideals of L. Hence

(16.1) If L is semi-simple then for every ideal L\ in L there is an ideal L2

in L such that L is the direct sum L\+L2.

Using (16.1) we prove

(") L. Pontrjagin, Homologies in compact Lie groups, Rec. Math. (Mat. Sbornik) N.S. vol.

6 (1939) pp. 389-422.
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(16.2) If L is semi-simple and Li is an ideal in L then both Li and L/Li

are semi-simple.

Proof. Using the natural homomorphism L-^L/Li every representation of

L/Li gives a representation of L. Since the representation of L thus obtained

is fully reducible the same holds for the representation of L/Lu To prove

that Li is semi-simple we observe that, in virtue of (16.1), L\ is isomorphic

with L/Li where L2 is an ideal of L.

(16.3) A semi-simple Lie algebra L has center 0.

Assume that L is semi-simple and has a nonzero center. Since the center

is an ideal, we may assume in virtue of (16.2) that L is its own center. Let

Xi, • ■ ■ , xn be a base in L and let F be a 2-dimensional vector space with

generators vi, Vi. Define a representation P of L in F by setting

Px,i>i = Vi,        Px,Vi = 0,        PXiVj =0 for i = 2, • • • , n;j = 1, 2.

In this representation the subspace V2 generated by v2 is invariant, but

since Px,(avi+ßv2)=av2 for a, ßEK, no other 1-dimensional subspace is

invariant. Hence L is not semi-simple.

An alternative way of formulating (16.3) is

(16.4) The adjoint representation of a semi-simple Lie algebra is faithful.

(16.5) If L is semi-simple then L = [L, L].
Indeed, [L, L] is an ideal. Therefore, by (16.2), L/[L, L] is semi-simple.

Hence, by (16.3), L/ [L,L]={0}.
From (16.5) and (14.5) we deduce

(16.6) If L is semi-simple then H}(L) = {0}.

Using (16.6) we shall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 16.1. A compact connected Lie group G is semi-simple if and

only if its fundamental group is finite(u).

Proof. Let L be the Lie algebra of G. Assume that G is semi-simple. Then

L is semi-simple and, by (16.6), Hl(L)={0}. Hence, by Theorem 15.2,

iP(G) = {o} and the first Betti number of G is zero. This implies that the

1-dimensional homology group of G with integral coefficients is finite. How-

ever, this group is isomorphic with the fundamental group of G, since this

fundamental group is abelian.

Conversely assume that the fundamental group of G is finite. Then the

universal covering group G of G is compact. Since G is simply connected,

every representation of the Lie algebra L is induced by some representation

of G [LG, p. 113]. G being compact, every representation of G is fully re-

ducible. Hence the same follows for every representation of L. Hence L is

semi-simple and so is G.

(1S) Cf. H. Samelson, A note on Lie groups, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 52 (1946) pp. 870-

873.
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17. The unitary trick. A semi-simple Lie algebra (over the field of reals)

will be called compact if it is the Lie algebra of some compact connected Lie

group. Any proposition concerning the cohomology rings of compact con-

nected semi-simple Lie groups translates in virtue of Theorem 15.2 into a

similar proposition concerning the cohomology rings of compact Lie algebras.

The "unitary trick" is a general method which then allows us to extend the

proposition to arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebras over any field of character-

istic 0.

Let A be a Lie algebra over a field A (of characteristic 0) and let N be an

extension of A. We shall denote by Lx the Lie algebra obtained from L by

extending the ground field from KtoN.L is semi-simple if and only if Lu is

semi-simple.

A property P of Lie algebras will be called linear provided: Io if a Lie

algebra L has the property P, then so does L¡f for any extension N of the

ground field ; 2° if Ls has the property P for some extension N of the ground

field then L has property P.

The essence of the unitary trick is then embodied in the following theorem.

Theorem 17.1. Let P be a linear property. If all compact Lie algebras have

property P then all semi-simple Lie algebras have property P.

Proof. First assume that A is a semi-simple Lie algebra over the field C of

complex numbers. H. Weyl has proved(16) that there is a compact Lie algebra

L' such that L¿ is isomorphic with L. Hence L has the property P.

Next assume that A is a semi semi-simple Lie algebra over a field A which

can be deduced from the field of rationals by the adjunction of a finite number

of elements. Then A may be regarded as a subfield of C. Since Lc is semi-

simple it has the property P and therefore L has the property P.

Finally let £ be a semi-simple Lie algebra over an arbitrary field A of

characteristic 0, and let Xi, • • • , x„ be a base of L. We then have

n

[Xi, Xj\ = ¿_, OijkXk, Cijk E A.
*_i

Let Ao be the smallest subfield of A-containing the quantities ei;*. Then the

vector space A0 = AoX1+A0X2+ • • • +AoX„ has the structure of a Lie

algebra over Ko, the brackets [x„ x¡] having the same meaning in A0 as in L.

It is easily seen that L0 is semi-simple and that (L0)k=L. Since the field A0

can be deduced from the field of rationals by the adjunction of a finite number

of elements, it follows that L0 has the property P and therefore L also has the

property P.

18. Hopfs theorem. We shall apply the unitary trick to carry over cer-

(w) H. Weyl, Theorie der Darstellung kontinuierlichen half-einfacher Gruppen durch lineare

Transformationen II, Math. Zeit. vol. 24 (1926) pp. 328-376; Satz 6, p. 375.
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tain theorems proved by H. Hopf (l7) for compact Lie groups to semi-simple

Lie algebras. Hopfs theorem asserts that the cohomology ring H(G) of a

compact connected Lie group is isomorphic with the direct sum of cohomology

rings of a finite number of odd-dimensional spheres.

Theorem 18.1. The cohomology ring H(L) of a semi-simple Lie algebra L

over afield K of characteristic 0 is isomorphic with the direct sum of the cohomol-

ogy rings (over K) of a finite number of odd-dimensional spheres.

Proof. Hopfs theorem combined with Theorem 15.2 gives a proof for com-

pact Lie algebras. It therefore remains to verify that the property described

in the conclusion of the theorem is linear. Let then A be an extension of the

ground field A. A simple argument shows then that the cohomology ring

H(Ln) regarded as an algebra over N is obtained from H(L) by extending the

groundfield from A to N. Hence if the conclusion of the theorem holds for

H(L) it also holds for H(Lx) and vice versa.

Let pq denote the gth Betti number of L, that is, the dimension over A,

of the vector space Hq(L). The polynomial

(18.1) PL(t) = po + pit + p2t2 + • • • + Pnf,

where n is the dimension of L, is then called the Poincaré polynomial of L.

Theorem 18.1 implies that if L is semi-simple then

(18.2) PL(t) = (1 + t-i) ■ ■ ■ (1 + ft)

where mi, • • • , m¡ are odd integers. Substituting t = — 1 in (18.1) and (18.2)

shows that

¿ (- iyp, = o

which is the algebraic counterpart of the known fact that the Euler character-

istic of a compact Lie group is 0. Substituting t = 1 we find

tp, = 2'.
a-o

The quantity / in the case of a compact Lie group is called the rank of G and

is the maximal dimension of the abelian subgroups of G.

Since we already know that H}(L) ={o\ for A semi-simple it follows that

m i ̂  3 for i = 1, • • • , /. Consequently

(18.3) If A is semi-simple then Hq(L)={o] for g = l, 2, 4.

The case g = 2 will be given an algebraic proof later. We shall also show

thatH*(L)^{o\.

C) H. Hopf, Über die Topologie der Gruppen-Mannigfaltigkeiten und ihre Verallgemeine-

rungen, Ann. of Math. vol. 42 (1941) pp. 22-52.
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19. Invariant cochains. Guided by the results of (12.1) we define a

cochain fEC"(L) to be invariant if

(19.1)        f([xi, x], x2, ■ ■ ■ , Xg) + ■ ■ ■ + f(xi, •• • , x„_i, [xq, x]) = 0

for all x, xi, • ■ • , xqEL. The same computation as in §12 shows that

(19.2) Every invariant cochain is a cocycle.

Theorem 19.1. Let L be a semi-simple Lie algebra over afield of character-

istic 0. Every cohomology class of Hq(L) contains exactly one invariant cocycle.

The invariant cocycles constitute a ring isomorphic with the cohomology ring

H(L).

This theorem could be derived from Theorem 12.1 by the application of

the unitary trick. The following proof is purely algebraic.

In the following lemmas the semi-simplicity of L is not assumed.

For each xEL we define a linear mapping dx: Cq(L)~>Cq(L) as follows

(19.3) (¿«0fc¿ ••■• O
=   f([Xl,    X],    X2,    ■    ■    ■    ,    Xg)    +    ■    ■    ■     +  f(Xl,    •    •    •     ,    *„_!,    [Xg,    X\)

and dxf=f if g = 0.
Condition (19.1) can now be written as

(19.1') dxf=0.

We shall establish the following properties of dx:

(19.4) dx(fi D fi) = (dxfi) G/1 + /1D dxf2;

(19.5) dydxf — dxdyf = d[x,yif;

(19.6) dx(hf) = b(dxf);

(19.7) /// is a cocycle then dxf is a coboundary.

Ad(19.4). The formula is obvious if either fx or f2 has degree zero. Let then

/iGC^L) and f2ECq(L), g>0. From the definition of the Grassmann multi-

plication

1     5+1

(/l Ufi)(Xl, ■ ■ ■  , Xg+i)  = ——- E (-  l)Í+lfÁXi)fi(Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i)
q + I i=i

hence

[dx(fiDfi)](xi, ■ • • , xq+i)

I     5+1
=-— E (- l)<+1/i([*., x])fi(xh ■ ■ ■ , Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i)

q + 1 .=1

+-; E (- l)i+1fi(xi)(dxfi)(xu ■■■ ,Xi,---, xq+i)
q + I i=i
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which proves (19.4) in this case. Assume now that (19.4) holds whenever

fiEC^L). Let now giGC^A), giEC^(L) and let/i=ftDft. Then

dx(fi D fi) = dx(gi D g2 D fi) = (dxgi) UgiUh + giU dx(gi D /*)

= (dxgi) D gi D fi + gi D (¿xga) D h + gi □ gi D d*/2

= WOD/í + ZiDWí).

This implies (19.4) for every A of the form giDg2, and by linearity (19.4) holds

for all /lt ft.
Ad(19.5). The formula is trivial for fEC°(L). Assume fECl(L). Then

(19.5) becomes -/([[z, x], y])+/([[z, y], x]) = -/([z, [x, y]]) which is a

consequence of the Jacobi identity. Assume now that (19.5) holds

for fECq~l (L). YetfECq(L) be of the form/^Q/awith/iGCKA). Then by

(19.4)

d[x,y](fi Hfi) = (d[x,y)fi) D/a + /i D díx¡V]fi

= (dydxfi) D/a - (djyfi) U ft + fill dydxf2 - fiU dxdyf2

=    dydX(Jl   D fi)    -    dXdy(fl   D fi)

q.e.d.
Ad(19.6). The formula is trivial for fEC(L). Let/GO(A) then

- (Sdxf)(xi, x2) = - 2~*(dxf)([xi, x2]) = 2-V([[xi, Xt], x])

while

—  (<M/)(Xi, «i)   = ¿>/([xi, x],  X2) + 5f(Xi,   [Xi, x])

= 2~V([[*i. *], *»]) + 2-V([xi, [*„ *]])

and (19.6) follows from the Jacobi identity. Assume now that (19.6) holds

íor fEC^L). Yetf=fiOftECq(L) withAGC'ÍA). Then by (14.2) and (19.4)

(dMfi D fi) = dxl(Ôfi) D/1-/1D «/«]

= (dxSfi) D /a + (8/1) D áx/a - (¿x/i) D Sf2 - fi D ¿x5/2

= (5¿x/i) D/a + (S/i) D dxf2 - (dxfi) D á/a - /i D W*/a

= S[(¿x/i) D/a] + o\fi D ¿x/a] = odx(fiUfi)

q.e.d.

Ad(19.7). Since/is a cocycle we have

0 = 5/(x, xi, • • • , x„)

1       «
= -— I] (- l)i+1f([x, Xi], Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xi, • ■ ■ , xq)

q + 1 <-i

H-—: IL (- l)i+'+1/([*<. Xj], x, xi, • • • , xt, • • • , xit • • • , xt)
9 + 1 ¿<i
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1
= ,        ,     (dxf)(Xl,    •    •    •     ,    Xg)

?+    1

-—   E   (-     l)Í+,+ 1/(*.     [«i,    Xj],    Xl,    ■    •    •    ,    Xi,    ■    ■    ■    ,    Xj,    ■    ■    ■    ,    Xg).
q + i i<i

If we define the cochain gGCî-1(Z) by

g(xi, • ■ • , *e_i) = qf(x, xi, ■ ■ ■ , z8_i)

the last term above becomes (¿5g)(xi, • ■ • , x5). Therefore dg=dzf.

With these preliminaries we are ready to prove Theorem 19.1. (19.4)

implies

(19.8) If fi and f2 are invariant then f [~|/a is invariant.

Proposition (19.5) expresses the fact that dx is a representation of the Lie

algebra L with Cq(L) as representation space. Proposition (19.6) implies

dxZ"(L) C B"(L) C Z»(L),        dxBq(L) C Bq(L).

Since L is semi-simple Zq(L) is the direct sum of Bq(L) and some space Tq

invariant under the representation x—>dx. The proof will be complete if we

show that Tq consists precisely of all the invariant cocycles. For each f ET"

we have dxfET" and dxfEBq. Hence dxf = 0 and / is invariant. In order to

show that all the invariant cocycles are in Tq it is sufficient to show that Bq

contains no invariant cocycles.

Consider now the representation x—>dx with C5-1(L) as representation

space. Since Z9"1^) is an invariant subspace and L is semi-simple, Ci_1 is

the direct sum of Zî_l and some invariant subspace D9_1. Since 5:C9_1—>£«

maps C?_1 onto B" with Z5_1 as kernel, it follows that 5 maps D"-1 onto B"

isomorphically.

Let now fEB"(L) be an invariant cocycle. Then/ —og for some gED"'1.

By (19.6) we have 0=dxf = dx5g = ôdxg. Hence dxgEZ"'1. But dxgED*-\

whence dxg = 0. Consequently g is invariant and by (19.2)/ = 5g = 0: This com-

pletes the proof.

20. The bilinear form of a representation. Let P be a representation of

a Lie algebra L with V as representation space. For x, y EL define

B(x, y) = Trace (PxPy).

Then B is a bilinear symmetric form on L and

(20.1) B([x,z], y) = B(x, [z, y\)

since

B([x, z], y) = Trace (P[».,jPv) = Trace (PzPxPy - PxP,Py)

= Trace (Px(PyP, - P,P9)) = B(x, [z, y]).
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The following lemma will be used in the sequel.

(20.2) If L is semi-simple and the representation P is faithful, the bilinear

form associated with P is nonsingular.

This lemma is equivalent to Theorem 1.4 in the paper of Hochschild

quoted in footnote 4. This Theorem 1.4 follows easily from Theorem 1.3 of

the same paper, which is a well known theorem of Cartan. The matrix which

represents the bilinear form of a representation has been considered by

Casimir and is sometimes called Casimir's matrix. The fact that it is regular

was essential in the algebraic proof given by van der Waerden of the full

reducility of representations of semi-simple Lie algebras.

21. The groups H2(L) and iP(L). Using Theorem 19.1 we shall now

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 21.1. If Lis a semi-simple Lie algebra over afield of characteristic

0 then H1(L)= {0}, H2(L) = {o} and H»(L)?¿ {0}.

Proof. The first part of the theorem was proved earlier. In order to prove

H2(L)=0 it suffices to show that every invariant 2-cocycle / in L is zero.

Since / is a cocycle we have

f([xi, Xi], x3) — f([xi, x3], x2) + }([x2, Xz], xi) = 0.

The first two terms cancel out since/is invariant. Hence/([x2, x3], Xi)=0.

But [L, L]=L, whence/=0.

In order to prove that H3(L)r¿0 it suffices to exhibit a nonvanishing in-

variant 3-cochain in L. Consider the adjoint representation ad(x):y—>[y, x].

Define B(x, y) = Trace (ad(x)ad(y)).Then B is a bilinear symmetric form on L.

Furthermore by (20.1)

(21.1) B([x,z],y) = B(x,[z,y]).

Now define

f(xi, x2, xi) = B([xi, Xi], xi).

It follows from (21.1) that/ is alternating and therefore fEC3(L). Further

f([xi, x], Xi, Xi) + f(xi,   [x2,  x], Xi) + f(xi,  Xi,   [x3, x])

= B([[xh xj, Xi\, xi) + B([xu [x2, x]], x3) + B([xh x2], [x3, x])

= -B([[xi, x2], x], xi) — B([xi, x2], [x, x3]) = 0

and /is invariant.

If/is identically zero then B([x,y],z) is identically zero. Since [L, L]=L

this implies that B(x, y) =0 for all x, y EL. This contradicts (20.2) since the

adjoint representation is faithful.
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As a corollary we find :

Theorem 21.2. The first and second Betti numbers of a compact semi-simple

Lie group are 0. The third is different from 0.

As a further corollary we prove:

Theorem 21.3. The n-dimensional sphere Sn is a group manifold for the

values « = 1,3 only.

Proof. Suppose that Sn is a group manifold and n > 1. Since S" is compact

it can be represented as a Lie group G. Since n>l, Sn is simply-connected

and therefore, by Theorem 16.1, G is semi-simple. The preceding theorem

then implies that n = 3.

22. Relative cohomology groups. Let L' be a subalgebra of a Lie algebra

L over a field of characteristic 0. A cochain fECq(L) will be called orthogonal

to L' provided the following two conditions hold

(22.1) f(xi, ■■■ , xq) =0 ifxiGL',

(22.2) dxf = 0 iorxEL'.

These cochains form a subspace C"(L, L') of C"(L).

(22.3) If/iGC"(£, V) andfiECq(L, L') then fiUfiEC*+q(L, A').
Clearly/iD/a satisfies condition (22.1). Condition (22.2) follows directly

from (19.4).

(22.4) IffECq(L, V) then dfECq+1(L, L').
Indeed for xEL' we have (5/)(x, xi, • • • , xq) = (dxf)(xi, • • • , x,)=0 if

xEL' and dxbf=bdxf=0.
We define Zq(L, L')=Zq(L)C\Cq(L, L') and Bq(L, L')=ÔCq-\L, V)

for g>0 and B°(L, A')=0. The relative cohomology group of L mod L' is

then defined as the quotient space H"(L, L')=Z"(L, L')/B"(L, L'). The

cohomology ring H(L, L') is defined similarly as in §14.

Theorem 13.1 combined with Theorem 2.3 and de Rham's theorem then

imply the following theorem.

Theorem 22.1 Let G be a compact connected Lie group, Ha closed connected

subgroup of G and M the homogenous space G/H. Let L be the Lie algebra of G

and Lu the subalgebra corresponding to H. Then the cohomology groups Hq(L, Lu)

and H"(M) are isomorphic and the rings H(L, LH) and H(M) are ring iso-

morphic.

We remark that if A' is an ideal in A then condition (22.2) is a consequence

of (22.1). Every g-cochain of A orthogonal to A' may therefore be regarded

as a g-cochain of the quotient algebra A/A' and vice versa. This corre-

spondence commutes with 5 and thus gives H"(L, A') «Afs(A/A').
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Chapter IV. Cohomology groups associated with a representation

23. Definition of the cohomology groups. Let L be a Lie algebra over a

field K of characteristic 0, and let P be a representation of L by linear trans-

formations of a vector space F of finite dimension over K. A g-linear alternat-

ing mapping of L into F will be called a g-dimensional F-cochain or shorter

g-F-cochain. The q-F-cochains form a space C"(L, V). By definition

C°(L, V) = V.
We define a linear mapping /—>5/ of C"(L, V) into C9+1(L, V) by the

formula

(5f)(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq+i)

,,,      « =    ̂ T^   £   (-     l)<+1P(*.-)/(*l,    ■    •    •    ,    Xi,    ■    ■    ■    ,    Xg+i)
(23.1) q + 1 i_i

+ ——: E (- l)<+,'+7(k-, Xj], xu ■ ■ ■ , Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xj, ■ ■■ , Xg+i).
q + i ¿o-

If q = 0 then /G V and 5/ is defined by

(6f)(x) = P(x)f.

We propose to prove that

(23.2) 53/=0.

A direct proof would be quite cumbersome. We shall give a short proof based

on some auxiliary concepts that will be needed in the sequel.

For each xEL we define a linear mapping dx:C9(L, V)—*Cg(L, V) by

setting

(dxf)(xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xg) = Px[f(xi, • • • , Xg)] - f([xi, x], x2, ■ ■ • , x'e)

- • • • — f(xh • • • , *«-l[*«, *]).

If c/ = 0, dx is defined by

dxf = Pxf.

For xEL we also define a linear mapping/—>/* of C9+1(L, V) into C9(L, V) by

setting

(23.4) fx(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xi) = (q+ l)f(x, »i, • • • , *„).  ,

A direction substitution into the definitions yields the following two formulae,

for x, y EL and fEC"(L, V)

(23.5) (dxf)y = dx(fy)-flv,x],

(23.6) (of)x=dxf-b(fi).

We shall now prove that
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(23.7) dydxf — dxdyf = d[x,»j/

which expresses the fact that x—>dx is a representation of A. If/GC°(A, F)

then (23.7) becomes PyPxf—PxPyf=P\x,y\f which is true since P is a repre-

sentation. Assume that (23.7) has been proved for all/GCa_1(L, F) and let

fECq(L, V), q>0. Then for every zGA we have by (23.5)

(dydxf)z  =  dv[(dxf)z]   —   (dxf)lz.y]

=    dydX(Jz)    —    dy(f[z,x])    ~    (d xf) [Z ,V]

=  dydx(fz)   —   (dyf)lz,x]   — fllz.x].v]   —   (dxf)[z,y).

Therefore

(dydxf)z   —    (dxdyf)z    =    dydx(fi)    +  filz.y], X]    —    dxdy(fz)    ~   fl[z.x],y]

= d[x,y](fi)  — /[Mx.v]]   =   (d\.x,y]f)z.

Since this holds for each zGA, (23.7) follows.

Next we prove

(23.8) bdxf=djbf.

If/GC°(A, F) then

(djf)(*0 = P*W(xi)] - Sf([xi, x]) = PxPxJ- P[x„xi/

= P^PJ = Px,(dxf) = (odxj)(xi)

and (23.8) is proved in this case. Assume now that (23.8) has been proved for

all fECq~l(L, V) and let/GC«(A, F), g>0. Applying (23.5), (23.6) and (23.7)
gives

(SdXf)y   -    (dxOf)y    = dydXf   -    S {(d xf) y]    ~    d X[(bf) y]    +    (5/)(l(,x]

= dydxf   —   Ôdxfy   —   3(/[»,x])    —    dx[(5f)y]   +   ¿[B,x]/   ~    5(/[».x])

= dydXf  —    Sdx(fy)    —    dxdyf +   dx5(fy)    +   d[y,X]f

= d¿(fy)    -   Sdx(fy)    =   0.

Since this holds for every yEL, (23.8) follows.

We can now prove (23.2). If /GC°(A, F) then 2(ô5/)(x1, x2) =Px, [(S/)(x2) ]

--P*2[(5/)(xi)] + o/([xi, x2])=Px1Px2/-Px2Px1/+P[x1.x-2]/=0 which proves

(23.2) in this case. Assume now that (23.2) holds for all fECq~l(L, V) and

let/GC«(A, F), g>0. Then by (23.6) and (23.8)

(ÔÔf)x = djif - Ô[(8f)x] = dxSf - 5dxf+&ô(fi). = 0.

Since this holds for every xGA, (23.2) follows.

Having proved that S6/=0 we define the space Zq(L, P) of g-P-cocycles

as the kernel of the transformation b:Cq—>Cq+l, and the space Bq(L, P) of

g-P-coboundaries as  the  image   SC3_1.   By  definition  B°(L, P)=0. The
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cohomology groups of L over P are then defined as the quotient space

H9(L,P)=Z9(L,P)/B9(L,P).
SinceH°(L, P) =Z"(L,P) and (ô/)(x) = Pxf for every xGLand/GC°(Z,, V),

we conclude that:

(23.9) H°(L, P) is the subspace of the invariant elements of V.

For 2>dim L we have H9(L, P) =0.

24. The case of semi-simple algebras.

Theorem 24.1. If L is a semi-simple Lie algebra over a field of character-

istic 0, and P is an irreducible and nontrivial representation of L then

H9(L, P) =0 for all dimensions q.

This theorem shows that in the semi-simple case nothing is gained by

studying cohomology groups over representations. In fact any representation

P decomposes into irreducible representations and this carries with it a direct

decomposition of the cohomology groups. Hence H9(L, P) is isomorphic

with the direct sum of several copies of Hq(L).

A proof of Theorem 24.1 could be derived from Theorems 2.2 and 10.1 by

the application of the unitary trick. The following proof is algebraic(18).

Since the representation P is not trivial, the kernel Lo of P is not all of

L, since L is semi-simple there is an ideal Li in L such that L is the direct

sum of Lo and Lu Let yi, • • ■ , y„ be a base in Lu Since the bilinear form

B(y, z) associated with the representation P of Li is nonsingular we can

select a dual base zi, • • • , zn for Li such that

B(yt, z¡) = 8f.

For each xEL we have [y,-, x] GLi and therefore [yit x] = E"-i diVi- Similarly

[x,Zi] = E"-i dijZj. We shall prove that Cij = di¡. Indeed we have B([yi, x],z¡)

= B(J2kCikyk, z,)=Cij and similarly B(y{, [x, z/])=d,/. Hence e,-, = di¡ by

formula (20.1). This implies the following two propositions for any xEL and

any linear function f of L to V.

(24.1) ¿ Plvi,xif(zi) = ¿ Pyif([x, Zi]),
i-l i-l

(24.2) ¿ (P„,P[x,«i - Pt^iPz.) = 0.
»-i '

Consider the linear transformation of V into itself

F   =   E PyiPxi.
t'=l

Since the trace of T is « it follows that T^O. Further

(ls) Cf. J. H. C. Whitehead, Certain equations in the algebra of a semi-simple infinitesimal

group, Quart. J. Math. Oxford Ser. vol. 8 (1937) pp. 220-237.
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rP, =   £ PviPziPx =   Z Ps,(P[x,2il  - PyiPxPzi)
t-1 >=1

n

=   2_ (PyiPlx.zi]   —   Plyi,x]Pzi + PxPyPzi)   =   Pxl\
«-1

Since r commutes with each Px the space Y( V) is an invariant subspace of F.

But the representation P of A is irreducible hence r(F) = F and T has an

inverse Y~\ Clearly r-1PI = Pir-1.

Let fECq(L,   V) and  let A be  a  linear  transformation   F—>F. Then

A/GC«(A, V). A direct computation shows that

(ÖAf - A5f)(xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xg+i)

(24.3) 1     «+1
= —— Z (- 1)»HP*A - APx;)/(xi, ... ,Xi,--- , xs+i).

g + 1 .=i

Suppose now that/ is a cocycle. Consider the cochains fziECq~l(L, V)

and let g= Z?-i P*J*r Then

^ = Z («^v..- - ¿\««/.«) + Z p««/«>-i »-i
and by (23.6)

n n

H = Z («P«/.« - P.!*/.,) + Z ¿VW-
¿=i i=i

Hence by (24.3)

(5g)(xi, • • • , xq)

=   Z  — Z  (-   l)'+l(Px,PB,- - PyiPxi)fzi(Xi, ■ ■. . , _,, • • •  , *,)
<-i  g i-i

n

+     Z-Pw^'íOí^l,     ■    ■     ■     ,     Xg)
t'-l

n       «

=    Z   Z   (-     l)'+lP IVi.X¡]f(Zi,    Xl,    •    •    •    ,    Xj,    ■    ■    •    ,    Xg)
Í-1    |_1

n

+    Z   PviP'ifXl,    ■■■    ,     Xg)
<-l

-     Z   Z   i"     D^V-rfd»*.    *J.    Xl,---,Xi,---,    Xg).
»=1   ;=1

The two double sums cancel in view of (24.1) and therefore bg = Yf. Since T-1
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and Px commute, (24.3) implies that bT-1g = T-1ig = T~lTf=f. Hence/ is a

coboundary, q.e.d.

25. The group H\L, P). A detailed discussion of the connections be-

tween the first cohomology groups and derivations in a Lie algebra is given by

Hochschild (*).

Theorem 25.1. A Lie algebra L over afield of characteristic 0 is semi-simple

if and only if iP(L, P) = {0} for every representation P of L.

Proof. It follows from (16.6) and Theorem 24.1 that if L is semi-simple

then HX(L, P)=0. To prove the converse, consider any representation P of

L with representation space V and let U be an invariant subspace of F.

Choose a subspace W of B (not necessarily invariant) such that F is the direct

sum of U and W. For each xEL denote by Px the transformation Px treated

as a linear transformation W—>V. Clearly

Px = Qx+ Rx

where Qx' W—*U and Rx: W-^W are linear in both xEL and wEW. Let S

be the space of linear mappings W—>U. Then QXES. For s ES and xEL

define TxsES by

TxS = PxS - sRx.

Since

PxjPx, = Px.Qx, + Px2Rx, = PxiQx, + Qx,Rx, + RzfRi

and Px,Pxi — PxiPXi = P[*,,*,] it follows that

■K-lz,.Z2]    **   ItXiJ\.Xl XVx,.Kx2'

(25.1) Qi*i,*¿=Tx&x,-Tx,Qx,.

Since

TXlTXls = PX2Tx,s — (TXis)Rx.

= PX2Px.s - Px,sRx, - Px,sRx. + sRXiRx

therefore

Tx.TXls - Tx,Tx,s = Px2Px,s - Px,Px.s + sRXlRXt - sRxtRx

This shows that T is a representation of L with S as representation space.

Then QECX(L, S) and condition (25.1) means that 5Q = 0. Since Hl(L, T) =0,

Q is a coboundary. Hence there is a linear transformation soES such that

Qx — TxSo = PxSo — SoRx-

Hence
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P x — Qx + Rx — P xSo — soRx + Rx

which implies

(25.2) Px(w - so(w)) = (Rx - soRx)w

for each xGA, wEW.

Define

t(w) = w — s0(w).

Since so(w) E U, f maps IF isomorphically onto some subspace IF of F and F

is the direct sum U+W. Condition (25.2) then becomes Px(tw)=t(Rxw)

which shows that IF is invariant under P.

26. Extensions of Lie algebras. In this and the following section it is

not assumed that the groundfield is of characteristic 0. Consequently the

factor l/(g+l) in the formula for the IF coboundary will be omitted.

Let A* and A be two Lie algebras and 0:A*—>A a homomorphism of A*

onto A. The pair (A*, cp) is called an extension. The kernel F of </> is called the

kernel of the extension. If [V, V] =0 the extension is said to have an abelian

kernel. An extension is called inessential if there exists a subalgebra A' of A*

which is mapped by 4> isomorphically onto A. As a vector space A* is then

the direct sum L'+V.

The proof of the following theorem is identical with the proof of an an-

alogous theorem established by Hochschild(4) for associative algebras.

Theorem 26.1. If every extension of A with an abelian kernel is inessential,

then every extension of A is inessential.

The extensions of A with an abelian kernel will be now studied in greater

detail. Let (A*, cô) be such an extension with kernel V. We select a linear

mapping «: A—>A* such that 4>u(x) =x for each xGA. For each xGA we then

have a mapping Pxv= [v, u(x)] of F into itself. Since [F, F]=0 it can be

easily verified that Px is independent of the choice of u. Further PyPxv — PxPvv

= [[v, u(x)], u(y)]-[[v, u(y)], u(x)]=[v, [u(x), u(y)]]=[v, u([x, y])\

= Plx,y]V, and therefore P is a representation of A with F a representation

space.

Suppose now that the space F and the representation P of A in F is given.

Any pair (A*, r/>) where <p is a homomorphism of A* onto A with kernel F,

such that [F, V] =0 and which leads to the given representation P, will be

called an extension of A by P. Two such extensions (L*,4>i) and (A*, 4>i) are

isomorphic if there is an isomorphism öiAf—>A* such that 0(v)=v for vEV

and that 4>i=4>iß-
Given an extension (A*, c/>) of A by P we select a linear mapping u: A—>A*

with0w(x) =x. Since<p([u(x), u(y)]) = [x, y]=cpu([x, y]) therefore there is an

element/(x, y)E F such that

[u(x), u(y)] = f(x, y) + u([x, y]).
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The function / is called the factor set corresponding to the function u. Clearly

/ is a 2- F-cochain.

For x, y, zEL we have

[[u(x), u(y)], u(z)] = [f(x, y), u(z)] + [u([x, y]), u(z)]

= Pzf(x, y) + f([x, y], z) + u([[x, y], z]).

Therefore Jacobi's identity gives

P*fix, y) + Pyfiz, x) + Pxf(y, z) + f([x, y], z) + f([z, x], y) + f([y, z], x) = 0

or ($f)(x, y, z) =0. It follows that the factor set/ is a 2-P-cocycle.

If « is a different linear mapping ü:L—*L* such that pu(x)=x, then

h(x) =u(x) — u(x)E Fand h is a 1-F-cochain. If/ is the factor set correspond-

ing to ü then

f(x, y) = [û(x), û(y)] - «([x, y]) = [u(x), «(y)] + [h(x), u(y)]

+ [u(x), h(y)] + [h(x), h(y)] - u([x, y]) - h([x, y])

= f(x, y) - [Pxh(y) - Pyh(x) + h([x, y])]

so that

/ = / - oh.

This proves that the cohomology class of/ is independent of the choice of u.

Thus to each extension (L*, <6) corresponds a definite element of H2(L, P).

Clearly two isomorphic extensions determine the same element of H2(L, P).

Given an element of H2(L, P) a corresponding extension can be constructed

as follows. Let/be a cocycle belonging to the given element of H2(L, P). As a

vector space L* is the direct sum L+V, with p(x, v)=x and m(x) = (x, 0).

Commutation in L is defined by the formula

[0*i, »i), (x2, v2)] = ([xi, x2], Px2fl - Px.v2 + f(xi, x2)).

It is further easy to see that an extension is inessential if and only if the

corresponding cohomology class is zero.

This implies the following theorem.

Theorem 26.2. The elements of H2(L, P) are in a 1-1 correspondence with

isomorphism classes of extensions of L by P.

Corollary 26.1. In order that every extension of L over P be inessential it

is necessary and sufficient that H2(L, P) =0.

Combining this with Theorem 26.1, we find:

Theorem 26.3. In order that every extension of a Lie algebra L be inessential

it is necessary and sufficient that H2(L, P) =0 for every representation P.

In view of Theorems 21.1 and 24.1 this condition is satisfied when L is a
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semi-simple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 0. Thus we obtain Levi's

theorem :

Theorem 26.4. If Lis a semi-simple Lie algebra over afield of characteristic

0, then every extension of A is inessential.

27. Irreducible extensions. Exterior center. An extension (A*, <b) of A

by a representation P will be called irreducible if there is no proper sub-

algebra of A* which is mapped by </> onto A. Let Fi be a proper invariant sub-

space of F. This implies that Fi is an ideal in A* and A*/Fi may also be

regarded as an extension of A. It is easy to see that (A*, 4>) is irreducible if and

only if the extensions A*/ Fi are essential for every proper invariant subspace

Fi of F.
We shall now consider extensions (A*, <p) corresponding to the trivial rep-

resentation of A in F. Such extensions are called central, because V is then

in the center of the extension. These extensions are in a 1-1-correspondence

with the element of the cohomology group H2(L, V) (we write F instead of the

trivial representation of Ain F).

Any linear map F—»Fi induces in the obvious way a homomorphism

H2(L, F)—>Af2(A, Fi). In particular every linear functional v on A (with

values in the ground field) induces a homomorphism Vi of H2(L, V) into H2(L).

This way every element eEH2(L, V) determines a homomorphism

#.:    F->A2(A).

Lemma 27.1. The correspondence e—><]>« establishes an isomorphism of

APÍA, F) with the space of all linear maps V—*H2(L) of the conjugate space of

VintoH2(L).

The proof is simple and is left as an exercise to the reader.

Each central extension E = (A*, c6) of A with kernel F determines uniquely

an element of H2(L, V) and this in turn determines a linear map V—*H2(L)

that we shall denote by <pe. Thus A—>c&£ establishes a 1-1 correspondence be-,

tween the equivalence classes of extensions A and the linear maps V—>H2(L).

Theorem 27.1. A central extension E = (L*, <p) with kernel V is irreducible

if and only if the corresponding linear transformation 4>b' V—>H2(L) is an iso-

morphism into.

Proof. Suppose that E is not irreducible. There is then a proper subalge-

bra A' of A* which is mapped by c/> onto A. Then V =LT\ F is a proper sub-

space of Fand there exists a nonzero element vE V which annihilates V. Let

U:L—>L' be a linear map such that 4>u = identity. The factor set corresponding

to this m will have values in V and therefore will be annihilated by v. Hence

4>bV = 0, which shows that 4>e is not an isomorphism.

Conversely, let vEV, V9^0, and 4>bv = 0. Let V be the space of zeros of
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v and let V" be a subspace of F such that F is the direct sum V'+ V". Let

u:L^L* be a linear map as before and let fEZ2(L, V) be the corresponding

factor set. The cocycle/ determines cocycles/'GZ2(L, V) and f"EZ2(L, V")

such that /=/'+/". Since vf is a coboundary it follows that /" is a co-

boundary. Let then/" = c5fe where hESC1^, V"). Replacing the function

W.L—tL* by

u(x) = u(x) + h(x)

we find that the factor set is

j=f-Sh=f.

Then L' = ü(L) + V is a proper subalgebra of L* and <£ maps L' onto Z,. Thus

P is not irreducible.

Consider now the case when F=conjugate space of H2(L). Let p be the

natural isomorphism of V with H2(L). Then there is a central extension

E=(L*, p) with kernel F such that pE=p. It follows from the previous

theorem that E is irreducible. The kernel of p is then called the full exterior

center of L. We can therefore state the following theorem.

Theorem 27.2. H2(L) is the conjugate space of the full exterior center of the

Lie algebra L.

28. The relative case. The definition of §22 will now be carried over to

the case of cohomology groups over a representation. Let L be a Lie algebra

over a field of characteristic 0, L' a subalgebra of L and P a representation of

L with the vector space F as representation space.

A q- F-cochain / on L will be called orthogonal to L' if, as in §22,

(28.1) f(xi, ■• ■ , xq) = 0 ifxiGL',

(28.2) dxf=0 for x EL'.

Condition (28.1) can also be equivalently written as

(28.1') /x = 0 ifxGL'.

It follows from (23.6) and (23.8) that if/is orthogonal to L' then S/also is.

Consequently if we denote by C"(L, L', V) the g-F-cochains orthogonal to L'

and define

Z9(L, V, P) = Z9(L, P) C\ C9(L, V, V),

B"(L, L', P) = iC*~l(L, V, V), B°(L, L', P) = 0,

H9(L, V, P) = Z9(L, V, P)/B9(L, L', P),

we arrive at the definition of the cohomology group H"(L, L', P). As in §22 if

L' is an ideal in L and the representation P is trivial on L' then /75(L, L', P)

~II9(L/L', P).
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The definition of Hq(L, L', P) clearly allows for a reformulation of

Theorem 13.1.

As a generalization of Theorem 24.1 we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 28.1. If L is a semi-simple Lie algebra over afield of character-

istic 0, A' is a subalgebra of A and P is an irreducible and nontrivial representa-

tion of A then Hq(L, A', P) =0for all dimensions q.

Proof. We utilize the notation of the proof of Theorem 24.1. For every

g-P-cocycle / we constructed a (g —l)-F-cochain

n

g  =   Z Pvifzi
i-l

such that

5r->g = /.

Assume now that/ is orthogonal to A'. We shall then show that g' = r_1g

is orthogonal to A'.

Let xGA'. Then

gx = Z (PM* = Z PviUzii. = - Z ¿W.).* = o.
i=i i=i i=i

Since r-1 is an automorphism of F it follows that

(28.3) gi = 0 for.xG A'.

From (23.6) we deduce

/. = dxg' - S(gi).

Hence for xEL', dxg' = 0. This  combined with  (28.3)  proves that g' is

orthogonal to A', q.e.d.
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